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Bifurcations of a driven granular system under gravity

Masaharu Isobe*
Department of Physics, Kyushu University 33, Fukuoka 821-81, Japan

~Received 8 September 2000; revised manuscript received 26 March 2001; published 27 August 2001!

The molecular dynamics study on the granular bifurcation in a simple model is presented. The model
consists of hard disks, which undergo inelastic collisions; the system is under the uniform external gravity and
is driven by the heat bath. The competition between the two effects, namely, the gravitational force and the heat
bath, is carefully studied. We found that the system shows three phases, namely, the condensed phase, the
locally fluidized phase, and the granular turbulent phase, upon increasing the external control parameter. We
conclude that the transition from the condensed phase to the locally fluidized phase is distinguished by the
existence of fluidized holes, and the transition from the locally fluidized phase to the granular turbulent phase
is understood by the destabilization transition of the fluidized holes due to mutual interference.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of fluidized granular systems has attrac
much attention in physics communities as a nonequilibri
statistical system@1–3#. Due to the fact that an element
particle in granular systems is already macroscopic, there
two major differences in their dynamics from that of an o
dinary molecular system. First, thermal fluctuation does
play any role because relevant energy scales for the kin
and potential energy are much larger than the thermal ene
Second, the dynamics is dissipative because the degre
freedom we are dealing with are coupled with microsco
processes that are not treated explicitly. Because of th
properties, granular systems require an energy source in
der to be in a steady state and the external gravitational f
plays an important role in their dynamics.

In most experimental situations, the systems are exc
by a vibrating plate. This is called the ‘‘granular vibrate
bed,’’ in which the effect of gravity is very large@4–6#. The
granular vibrated bed has been studied in many simula
works @7–9#. The convection@10# and a linear stability
analysis of surface wave@11# in the vibrated bed have bee
theoretically studied. In the conventional setting of the
brated bed, the frequency of external driving plays an imp
tant role and this gives a variety of pattern phases. Exp
ments on pattern formation in the granular vibrated bed, h
demonstrated the existence of subharmonic stripe, squ
and hexagonal patterns@12#, as well as localized structure
called oscillons@13#, when the frequency and amplitude
the vibration are varied. Comparison between kinetic the
and simulation for pattern formation has been done@14#. The
patterns are similar in spatial structure to those observe
fluid dynamical systems, most notably, parallel convect
rolls in a thin layer of fluid heated from below~Rayleigh-
Bénard convection! and standing surface waves in a ver
cally vibrated liquid layer~Faraday instability!.

However, the vibration complicates the situation. Sin
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energy input from the vibration depends on both the am
tude a and the angular frequencyv, the accurate quantitie
of input energy cannot be estimated from the external con
parameterG5av2/g, which is usually used as the contro
parameter in the granular vibrated bed. Therefore, it is d
cult to construct the theory for the dissipative particles s
tem in the nonequilibrium steady state. From the numer
point of view, the distinct element method~DEM! @15#,
which is the soft-core particles model, has been often u
for the studies of granular vibrated bed. However, if we wa
to obtain the data for the statistical properties during
simulation, the sampling data must be taken at the sa
phase of the external vibration cycle. Moreover, in the d
namics of dissipative particles, the effect of a different tim
step is not negligible. This is a crucial effect to the partic
behavior, especially when the system is in the high dens
Therefore, DEM seems to have the practical disadvantage
study the correct statistical properties and dynamical beh
ior in the dissipative system, and is not appropriate as
simplest model for the study of the nonequilibrium stea
state. The granular vibrated bed has these disadvantag
study the statistical characters of the granular system f
the aspects of both theory and simulation.

Although there already have been many studies on
granular system for fluidization, most of these studies wer
collection of the various phenomena from the experimen
and numerical results, and these were discussed individu
for each study. Therefore, it becomes difficult to captu
what are the intrinsic characters of the granular system. S
the study of the granular system requires theoretical id
beyond ordinary standard statistical mechanics or hydro
namics, a simple ideal model system to compare the theo
ical studies for the nonequilibrium steady state is required
the progress. Recently, a series of works that have attem
to find some universal frameworks have appeared~See Sec.
II A !. In these studies, the granular particles are regarde
a collection of inelastic hard spheres that interact with e
other via hard-sphere potential. The assumption of an ide
hard-sphere potential is also used in kinetic theory and
Boltzmann or Enskog approaches, which facilitates comp
sons between theory and simulation in the elastic limit. Fr
the numerical point of view, even if the typical distance b

lty
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MASAHARU ISOBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031304
tween the particles is short, the molecular-dynamics ev
driven simulation, which is used in the hard-sphere syst
is quite efficient and has smaller numerical error compa
with the time step-driven method~e.g., DEM!.

Since the gravitational force should have a large effect
clustering, it would be of interest to observe how the syst
behavior changes as the gravity sets in. The main purpos
our paper is to examine the statistical and dynamical cha
ters of the inelastic hard-disk system in the nonequilibri
steady-state under gravity, and to provide extensive num
cal results for theoretical studies to construct a base of
universal framework. In this paper, we particularly focus
the competition between the effect of external driving a
that of the gravitational field using the event-drive
molecular-dynamics simulation, systematically.

In Sec. II A, we will present a short review of a series
previous works using the inelastic hard-sphere model w
the heat bath in the nonequilibrium steady state. Our mo
is described in Sec. II B, and we clarify what the advanta
and disadvantages of our model are in Sec. II C and S
II D, respectively. In Sec. III, results of numerical simul
tions to our model are presented. A discussion on the c
acteristics of the bifurcations is presented in Sec. IV. Fina
we summarize our work in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

A. Nonequilibrium steady state

To achieve the non-equilibrium steady state~NESS! in the
granular system, energy must be injected into the sys
from outside. Previous studies for NESS in the inelas
hard-sphere~IHS! system may be categorized by the follow
ing six groups. First, we categorize the models by their
mensionality @one dimensional~1D! or two dimensional
~2D!#. Second, we consider the way in which the system
linked to the heat bath~i.e., heated from the boundarie
bulk!. Finally, we classify the existence or nonexistence o
gravity field. We will briefly review these models for eac
category.

1. 1D model heated from the boundaries without gravity

Du et al. @16# first studied the dynamics of quasielas
particles constrained to move on a line with energy in
from boundaries. They showed that the system violates e
partition of energy and the simple hydrodynamic approa
fails to give a correct description of the system. Similar mo
els in NESS were also studied from the theoretical point
view @17–20#.

2. 1D model heated from the bulk without gravity

Some papers investigated the properties of the IHS fl
that is heated uniformly by random force so that it reache
spatially homogeneous steady state. This way of forcing
proposed by Williams and MacKintosh@21# for inelastic par-
ticles moving on a line. Giese and Zippelius@22# regarded
the internal degree of vibrating rods as a thermal bath. T
calculated the restitution coefficientr as a function of the
relative length of the colliding rods, the center-of-mass
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locity, and the degree of excitation of the internal vibration
Puglisiet al. @23# examined a model consisting ofN particles
on a ring of lengthL with the Langevin force. They found
two regimes: when the typical relaxation timetP of the driv-
ing Brownian process is small compared with the mean c
lision time tc

P , the spatial density is nearly homogeneou
and the probability distribution function~PDF! of velocity is
Gaussian, but in the opposite limittP@tc one has strong
spatial clustering, with a fractal distribution of particles, a
the velocity PDF strongly deviates from the Gaussian.

3. 1D model heated from the boundaries under gravity

Kurtze and Hong@24# studied the effect of dissipation o
the density profile of 1D granular gas under gravity. Pert
bation analysis of the Boltzmann equation reveals that
correction of the density profile along the heighty due to
dissipation resulting from inelastic collisions is positive f
0<y,yc and negative fory.yc . They also obtained the
expression for yc . Using the Boltzmann equation an
molecular-dynamics simulations, Ramı´rez and Cordero@25#
studied the 1D column ofN inelastic point particles, in the
quasielastic limit, under gravity. They showed that the phy
cal properties~e.g., density and temperature profile! in the
hydrodynamic limit (N→`) depend solely on the produc
(12r )N, where r is the restitution coefficient, which wa
confirmed by both theory and simulation.

4. 2D model heated from the boundaries without gravity

Esipov and Po¨schel@26# studied the kinetic energy distri
bution function satisfying the Boltzmann equation and co
struct the phase diagram of the granular systems on the
particle system in a circle wall at constant temperature. Th
study has suggested that the granular hydrodynamics is v
for simple flows or for any flows in dilute and sufficientl
elastic systems. Grossmanet al. @27# studied the steady stat
theoretically. Their predictions compared well with nume
cal simulations in the nearly elastic limit. Although the sy
tem is no longer close to equilibrium even in the low-dens
limit, the scaling behavior of the velocity distribution
showed that a hydrodynamic treatment could still be use
The steady state of a low-density IHS gas confined betw
two parallel walls with the same temperature is studied
Brey and Cubero@28#. Sotoet al. @29# also has studied the
heat conduction between two parallel plates by molecu
dynamics simulation of the IHS model. Their results sho
that Fourier’s law is not valid and a new term proportional
the density gradient must be added.

5. 2D model heated from the bulk without gravity

Peng and Ohta@30# studied the 2D granular system whe
an external driving force is applied to each particle in t
system in such a way that the system is driven into a ste
state by balancing the energy input and the dissipation du
inelastic collisions between particles. Experimentally,
steady state of clustering, long-range order, and inelastic
lapse are observed in a vertically shaken granular monola
which corresponds to the system heated from the bulk in
limit of the frequencyv→` @31#. In 2D, the model may be
4-2
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considered to describe the dynamics of disks moving on
air table. A similar IHS model with random external acce
erations has been studied by Bizonet al. @32# to test con-
tinuum theories for vertically vibrated layers of granular m
terial. To investigate the long-scale correlation and struct
factor, van Noijeet al. @33# present a theory of the random
driven IHS fluid in a 2D simulation, and characterized
nonequilibrium steady state. As another way to realize
steady state, Komatsu@34# introduced an observation fram
with a rescaled time. This operation is the same as the
locity scaling method, which is often used as t
temperature-control method of the molecular-dynam
simulation in equilibrium. He found that a phase transiti
with symmetry breaking, which is the circulation of the pa
ticles in the box with elastic walls, occurs when the mag
tude of dissipation is greater than a critical value.

6. 2D model heated from the boundaries under gravity

In a 2D system under the gravity, Ludinget al. @35# com-
pared the results of DEM and the IHS model. The system
their study is driven by vibrations such as a granular vibra
bed. The results of DEM simulation were in good agreem
with that of event-driven simulation in the fluidized regim
They also found that the results of DEM simulation depe
strongly on the timetc during which the particles are in
contact. Although there exist only a few recent laborato
experiments for a 2D system under the gravity, an exp
ment on the stainless-steel particle system in two dimens
was studied by Kudrolliet al. @36#. The system was driven
by the periodically moving wall and slightly inclined to ap
ply the weak gravity. This experiment showed that the cl
tering occurs around the opposite side of a driving wall wh
there is no gravity, but the cluster migrates downward wh
the system is inclined even by a very small angle.

B. IHSHG model

To study the statistical properties of the granular syst
under an external field with energy input in NESS, we p
pose a simple model system on the 2D inelastic hard-d
system heated from the boundaries under the gravity@37#.

The system considered here consists of inelastic h
disks of massm and diameterd in 2D space under uniform
gravity. We employ the periodic boundary condition in t
horizontal direction. The particles collide with each oth
with a restitution coefficientr. All disks are identical,
namely, the system is monodispersed. For simplicity, we
glect the rotational degree of freedom. Because of the h
core interaction, collision is instantaneous and only bin
collisions occur. When two disks,i and j, with respective
velocitiesvi andvj collide, the velocities after the collision
vi8 andvj8 , are given by

vi85vi2
1

2
~11r !@n•~vi2vj !#n, ~2.1!

vj85vj1
1

2
~11r !@n•~vi2vj !#n, ~2.2!
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wheren is the unit vector parallel to the relative position
the two colliding particles in contact. Between the collidin
events, the particles undergo free-fall motion with the gra
tational accelerationg[(0,2g) following parabolic trajecto-
ries. The system is driven by a heat bath with temperatureTw
at the bottom of the system; a disk hitting the botto
bounces back with velocityv5(vx ,vy) chosen randomly
from the probability distributionsfx(vx) andfy(vy) @38#;

fx~vx!5A m

2pkBTw
expS 2

mvx
2

2kBTw
D ~2`,vx,`!,

~2.3!

fy~vy!5
m

kBTw
vy expS 2

mvy
2

2kBTw
D ~0,vy,`!,

~2.4!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant. Note that the wall tem
peratureTw here is just a parameter to characterize the
ternal driving and is not related to the thermal fluctuatio
We call this system the ‘‘inelastic hard-disk system with
heat bath under weak gravity’’~IHSHG! @37# to emphasize
the importance of the competition between excitation by
heat bath and the gravity.

C. Advantages of IHSHG model

The IHSHG model is so simple that the system is co
pletely characterized with only four dimensionless para
eters: the restitution coefficientr, the driving intensityL
[kBTw /mgd, the system width in the unit of disk diamete
Nw[Lx /d, and the particle number of the initial layer thick
nessNh[N/Nw , whereLx is the system width andN is the
total number of disks.

Now we compare our IHSHG model with other typic
dissipative systems in NESS. Rayleigh-Be´nard~RB! convec-
tion is the typical continuous fluid system, where the ene
source is the heat bath at the bottom, the dynamics is
scribed by the Navier-Stokes equation, and the system
driven by the difference of temperature between the top
the bottom. The dissipation comes from the viscosity
fluid. In this system, the control parameters are well kno
as the Rayleigh number and the Prandtl number. There
some previous molecular-dynamics~MD! studies of RB con-
vection using elastic hard disk@39,40#.

The ordinary granular vibrated beds by using DEM@7–9#
are the discrete soft-particles systems; the energy sourc
the vibration of the bottom, and the dynamics obeys Ne
ton’s equation of motion under the gravitational field. T
dissipation appears between inelastic particles, and the
trol parameter isG5av2/g, wherea and v are the ampli-
tude and the angular frequency, respectively. Recently, A
and Akiyama@41# proposed that the state of granular conve
tion involving multipairs of convection rolls is governed by
dimensionless parameterA5G/(D/a)5(av2a)/(gD),
whereD anda are the self-diffusion constant and the ener
diffusivity a, respectively.

Our IHSHG model is the discrete hard-disks system,
energy source is the heat bath at the bottom, and the dyn
4-3
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MASAHARU ISOBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031304
ics obeys Newton’s equation of motion under the grav
tional field. The dissipation comes from the inelastic co
sion of particles, and the control parameter isL
5kBTw /mgd. The present system is analogous to the or
nary granular vibrated bed but simpler because it does
have an external time scale. Since the IHSHG model ha
external periodic cycles and there are only four dimensi
less parameters in the system, the IHSHG model is eas
deal with numerical analysis and theoretical approach.

As mentioned briefly in Sec. II A 6, there is a recent e
periment @36# on the stainless-steel particle system in 2
similar to IHSHG model. Based on these experimental
sults, we first reproduced the clustering phenomenon and
behaviors of NESS to simulate the IHSHG model. Con
quently, we found that the IHSHG model could reprodu
Kudorolli’s experiment qualitatively. Note that the IHSH
model might be categorized in a 2D model heated from
boundaries under gravity as described in Sec. II A 6.

D. Some problems of the IHSHG model

Although it is simple and easy to deal with, there a
some problems in the IHSHG model. Since the IHSH
model is based on the inelastic hard-sphere model, all p
lems come from a reason that the potential between two
liding particles is unusually stiff. The instantaneous co
sions imply that an interaction is zero when the particles
not in contact and suddenly becomes infinite when the
tance between the colliding particles is zero. Therefore,
momentum exchange occurs instantaneously. However,
real system, the situation is different, each contact take
finite length of time and the force is large but finite. Th
infinitely stiff hard-sphere interaction is an idealization
simplification of smooth repulsive pair potential.

When the restitution coefficient is low~i.e., a dissipation
rate is high! or kinetic energy is relatively smaller than po
tential energy under external gravity force, the number
collisions during a finite time often diverges. This is call
‘‘inelastic collapse.’’ It was first discovered while studyin
the 1D model system of dissipative particles with an ela
wall @42,43#, thereafter in 2D@44#. Although the inelastic
collapse is thought of as artificial pathology, several prop
als exist to avoid it@22,45–50#. The velocity dependence o
the restitution coefficient was experimentally measured
binary collisions, and the quantitative study of the intern
modes of a granular particle is under way@51#. However, the
inelastic collapse has never appeared when the dissipati
low and the system is highly excited. Therefore, the IHSH
model for the parameter region studied here does not nee
take care of it.

Since the dynamics proceeds only by the event of bin
collision, multiparticle interactions are impossible to realiz
In a real system, each contact takes a finite time so
multiparticle contacts are possible. Nevertheless, in the
idization study, multiparticle collision can be thought of as
rare event. Hence, we can ignore this effect.

Another problem with the inelastic hard-sphere mode
that the static limit does not exist. For example, in the fram
work of the inelastic hard-sphere model, a particle can
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rest motionless on the ground. In the realistic granular s
tems, the potential and elastic energies will approach c
stant values, while the kinetic energy tends to zero. If
particles would be dissipative hard particles, the inelas
collapse will occur before the kinetic energy vanishes. T
contact forces and stresses are not properly defined so
the system will never reach a static configuration. Howev
since the IHSHG model has a heat bath at the bottom
the system, the kinetic energy always stays finite. In
simulation of NESS, the dynamics feels little effect from th
problem.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, we present the results of numerical sim
lation on the IHSHG model using the simple and efficie
event-driven algorithm@52#, which allowed us to study the
statistical and dynamical properties for a wide range of
rameters.

A. Numerical setting

Most of the simulations were performed on the syst
with r 50.9, Nw5200, andNh520 ~i.e., N54000). The
driving intensity L[kBT/mgd was varied from 25.0 to
909.1 to study the change of the system behavior. In
actual simulation, we reduced any variables to dimension
ones by the following three basic units (kBT,m,d), which
are all fixed at unity. Note that unit timet(t5Amd2/kBT) is
also unity in these simulations. To ensure that the system
reached a steady state, we relaxed the system until the
energy did not drift. Therefore, the system reaches the n
equilibrium steady state. Thereafter, we started the sim
tions with the length of 100 000 collisions per particle; w
could obtain the data with small statistical error. In additio
we performed the simulations withNw5400 ~i.e., N
58000) andNw51000 ~i.e., N520 000) to study the size
dependence of the system behavior. These run lengths
30 000 and 10 000 collisions per particle, respectively. T
discussion for the size dependence of the system is prese
in Sec. IV.

B. System behavior upon changing external driving

1. Packing fraction and excitation ratio

In order to characterize the steady states of the syst
first, we measure the maximum packing fractionAmax at the
heighty5HAmax as a function of the driving intensityL. In
the system with (r ,Nw ,Nh)5(0.9,200,20), there are two
cusps aroundL;200 and 380~‘‘ s’’ in Fig. 1!, suggesting
phase transitions with changingL. These transitions should
be related to the excitation structure of the state, theref
we define the excitation ratiom by m[K/U, namely, the
ratio of the total kinetic energyK5(m/2)( iv i

2 to the poten-
tial energyU5mg( i yi . The cusps appear at the same poi
for m, which confirms that some transitions occur at the
points ~‘‘ 3 ’’ in Fig. 1!.
4-4
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2. Snapshots

In order to conceptualize the underlying physical mec
nism of the system behavior in each phase separated b
transitions, three snapshots for typical values ofL for each
phase are shown in Fig. 2, in which interval time betwe
them are all 100t.

For L5181.8~a1–a3 in Fig. 2!, most of the particles are
aggregated around the bottom of the system with an alm
close-packed density, and the state of a dense layer is
tively stable, which means the potential energy is domin
and the system is in weakly excited states. We call the ph
in L<188.7, the condensed phase~CP!. It can be seen from
the snapshots, however, that collective motion appears on
surface of the layer.

In the second phase,L5250.0 ~b1–b3 in Fig. 2!, the
dense layer packing is locally broken by excitation of t
heat bath. The high-speed particles are blown upward f
the holes in the layer. In Fig. 2, we see only one hole in
system, but for a larger system, there are certain cases w

FIG. 1. The maximum packing fractionAmax and the excitation
ratio m vs the driving intensityL. The other parameters are fixed
(r ,Nw ,Nh)5(0.9,200,20).

FIG. 2. A series of snapshots~interval time is 100t) for the
three typical values ofL, a1–a3 (L5181.8), b1–b3 (L5250.0),
c1–c3 (L5666.7). The other parameters are fixed at (r ,Nw ,Nh)
5(0.9,200,20).
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we can observe more than one hole. The holes migrate
occasionally become more active; sometimes they alm
close temporarily, but the structure is fairly stable. We c
this phase the locally fluidized phase~LFP!.

For the case ofL5666.7 in the third phase~c1–c3 in Fig.
2!, the layer is completely destroyed. The average densit
quite low, but it is very different from the ordinary molecula
gas phase. The density fluctuation is large and this fluc
tion causes turbulent motion driven by the gravity. At som
time, the whole system gets excited with some relativ
smaller density fluctuations, but the very next moment
large proportion of the particles travel downward and for
a layerlike structure. This structure, however, is destroy
immediately. We call this phase the granular turbulent ph
~GTP!.

3. Collision rate

Since the simulation was performed in the nonequilibriu
steady state, the collision rate takes constant value during
whole run. Therefore, when the total number of collisi
Ctotal(5100,0003N) was fixed, the total timeTtotal for
each run was different for eachL. We found that the system
in the nonequilibrium steady state can be also character
by the collision rate because it seems to correspond to
pressure of the molecular system in the equilibrium. Thou
in the elastic hard-disk system the collision rate is only
function of the packing fraction of the system, in the inelas
hard-disk system, it depends on the competition between
inelasticity r and the external drivingL.

In Fig. 3, the collision rate (Ctotal /Ttotal) vs the external
driving L in the log-linear scale is shown. We found that t
collision rate decrease exponentially in LFP and GTPL
.188.7) with different exponents. However, the collisio
rate deviates from an exponential fitting in CP. It diverg
when the system is in the weakly excited state (L→0).

4. Probability distribution function of velocity

These inhomogeneous behaviors should result in a n
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocity. Figure 4 show

FIG. 3. The collision rateCtotal /Ttotal vs the driving intensity
L. Exponential fitting curves for both LFP and GTP regime are a
shown. Each regime has a different exponent.
4-5
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MASAHARU ISOBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031304
the horizontal velocity probability distribution function
~PDF! at the horizontal layer around the height of the ma
mum packing fraction (y5HAmax) for each phase in the log
linear scale. The data are plotted in the unit ofAkBT/m. The
distributions for L5250.0 and 666.7 deviate from th
Gaussian and are more or less in exponential form in the
region. It can be seen that the distribution forL5250.0 in
LFP consists of two parts; the central part that origina
from the dense layer packing, and the wide tail that com
from the fluidized holes. The central parts for all cases
very close to Gaussian~inset of Fig. 4!.

5. Flatness parameter

In order to quantify the deviation from the Gaussian d
tribution, we next calculated the flatness parameterf as a
function of the heighty defined by

f ~y![^vx
4&/^vx

2&2, ~3.1!

which is often used in the study of the intermittency of t
fluid turbulence. The dependence of the external driving
the maximum flatnessf (H f max) at the horizontal layers with
the thickness of disk diameterd is shown in Fig. 5. Over the
whole region of external drivingL, the value off (H f max) is
different from three, which corresponds to the value for
Gaussian distribution, but it is remarkable thatf becomes
very large, as large as 20, in LFP. In Fig. 5, the statisti
error bars are also plotted for each data. Note that the st
tical errors of the time averages for molecular-dynam
simulation were estimated by the block average method
scribed in Ref.@53#.

6. Fitting functions of velocity PDF

The unexpected large value off, however, can be under
stood as follows@37#. Assume the velocity PDFf(v) has
two components, the narrow Gaussian distributionfG(v)

FIG. 4. The horizontal velocity PDFs for the three typicalLs
(CP:L5181.8, LFP:L5250.0, GTP:L5666.7). The other param
eters are fixed at (r ,Nw ,Nh)5(0.9,200,20). An inset in the upper
left-hand corner shows the Gaussian nature of the central reg
for each distribution function.
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with the weight 12p and the broader stretched exponent
distributionfS(v) with the weightp;

f~v !5pfS~v !1~12p!fG~v !, ~0<p<1!, ~3.2!

where fS(x) and fG(x) are defined by fS(x)
[$b/@2x0G(1/b)#%exp(2ux/x0ub) and fG(x)[@1/
(A2psG)#exp@2x2/(2sG

2 )#, respectively. Then, the flatnes
of this distribution is given by

f 5
@G~5/b!/G~1/b!# x̃0

4p13~12p!

$@G~3/b!/G~1/b!# x̃0
2p1~12p!%2

; x̃0[
x0

sG
,

~3.3!

because the second and the fourth moment offS(x) are
given byG(3/b)/G(1/b)•x0

2 andG(5/b)/G(1/b)•x0
4, respec-

tively. If we fit the parameters in Eq.~3.2! to the data for
L5250.0 for example, we obtainsG50.048, x̃051.7, b
50.85, andp50.25, which yieldsf .19.0 ~Fig. 6!. The en-
hancement of the flatness by the superposition of the bro
distribution can even be drastic for a small value ofp as can
be seen if Eq.~3.3! is plotted as a function ofp. This obser-
vation indicates thatf can be used as a sensitive index
detect the appearance of a small weight of the broad com
nent in the distribution. The sharp rise off in Fig. 5 around
L;200 is clear evidence of the appearance of the fluidi
holes.

The other PDF’s for eachL in LFP and GTP are also
fitted by changingp ~e.g.,L5476.2 in Fig. 6!. From thesep,
we obtain the plot ofp for eachL in Fig. 7. Near CP-LFP
critical point LCL , the weight ofp takes a certain finite
value, not zero~Fig. 7!. In LFP, the weightp increases lin-
early whenL increases, which means the fluidized hol
region increases linearly. However, there is a plateaup
;0.5 when the transition from LFP to GTP occurs.

ns

FIG. 5. The flatnessf (H f max) vs the driving intensityL. The
other parameters are fixed at (r ,Nw ,Nh)5(0.9,200,20). The values
for Gaussian distribution (f 53) and the exponential distribution
( f 56) are indicated in the figure.
4-6
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BIFURCATIONS OF A DRIVEN GRANULAR SYSTEM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031304
C. Height dependencies of flatness and packing fraction

The height dependencies of the packing fractionA(y) and
the flatnessf (y) are calculated in the horizontal layers wi
the thickness of the disk diameterd. In Fig. 8, we plot theL
dependencies ofH f max and HAmax, which are the heights
where the flatness and the packing fraction take their m
mum values. In LFP and GTP, both of the parameters re
their maximum values at almost the same height (H f max
.HAmax), but in CP, the flatness shows its maximum va
at a lower position than the packing fraction does (H f max
,HAmax). In CP, the value of the packing fraction where t
flatness takes its maximum value is very close to the valu
the Alder transition pointAc(;0.7) in the elastic hard-disk
system ~Fig. 9!. The fact is somewhat intriguing, but w
could not find an obvious reason for it.

In the simulation of the granular vibrated bed, Taguc
and Takayasu@54# showed that velocity PDF becomes pow

FIG. 6. The velocity PDF’s and their fitting functions in LF
and GTP are shown. The data are scaled by the standard dev
s. Open circles and filled squares denote that PDF’s inL5250.0
with the parameters,x0 /sG51.7, b50.85, andp50.25, andL
5476.2 with the parameters,x0 /sG51.7, b50.85, andp50.49,
respectively.

FIG. 7. The values of weightp ~the ratio of Gaussian to expo
nential behavior! for eachL are shown.
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distribution in the fluidized region, but Gaussian in the so
~close-packed! region. On the other hand, Murayama a
Sano@55# found that the flatness varied from Gaussianf
53) to exponential (f 56) when the packing fraction in
creases. These results seem to disagree with each o
However, in CP of the IHSHG model, we obtained two d
ferent characteristics about velocity PDF;~i! The region 0
,y,H f max, where the packing fraction increases from 0
Ac and the flatness also increases, and~ii ! the regionH f max
,y,HAmax, where the packing fraction (.Ac) reaches
nearly the closed packing and the flatness decreases.

D. Spatial velocity correlation function

In the region ~ii ! of CP ~i.e., H f max,y,HAmax), we
found the spatial velocity correlation function~SVCF!
Cvxvx

(R)5^vx(x1R)vx(x)& takes a positive value for al

relative displacementsR(0,R,Lx/2) @e.g.,L5175.4~CP!
in Fig. 10#. Thus, the particles flow collectively in the sam
horizontal direction.

ion
FIG. 8. The height of maximum values of both packing fracti

and flatness for eachL are shown.

FIG. 9. Both maximum packing fractions and packing fractio
at the height ofH f max for eachL in CP are shown.
4-7
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MASAHARU ISOBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031304
In Fig. 10, SVCF’s at the heightHAmax in LFP and GTP
are also shown. In LFP, the negative minimum of SVC
becomes larger whenL is increased, which means that th
size of the fluidized hole grows large. In GTP~i.e., L
.357.1), there is no negative minimum inCvxvx

(R) for all R

less than half of the system size (Lx/2). This means the size
of the fluidized hole grows larger than half of the syste
size.

E. Displacement of particles

In Fig. 11, the time dependence of displacement vec
for each particle from the initial position are shown att/t
5100,200,300,400 whenL525.0. The displacement vecto
from the dark region indicate that the direction of the d
placement is right. This is clear evidence of the existence
the domain of collective particle motion. The feedback
collective motion can clearly be seen during the timet/t
5200;t/t5400.

In Fig. 12~a!, we also show a snapshot of the displac
ment vectors for each particle att/t5150 in L5175.4. The

FIG. 10. Spatial velocity correlation functions at the height
HAmax in the horizontal direction for eachL vs the relative dis-
placementR.

FIG. 11. The time dependence of displacement vectors for e
particle from the initial position are shown att/t
5100,200,300,400 inL525.0. The displacement vectors from th
dark regions indicate that the particles move toward the right-h
side from the initial position.
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domain size of collective motion becomes smaller than t
of Fig. 11. Since the particle has room to move freely co
pared with a weakly exited state~e.g.,L525.0), the convec-
tive motion appears near the critical pointLCL . This con-
vectional mode is similar to the granular vibrated bed.

In LFP @Fig. 12~b!#, particles at the region of broken lay
ers behave such as a vortexlike stable convection. Mos
the excited particles drop on the condensed layer near
broken region.

In GTP @Fig. 12~c!#, the particles at the broken layer a
highly excited, which can reach another side of the co
densed layer through the periodic boundary condition. T
motion must influence the results on the velocity PDF a
spatial velocity correlation function.

F. Horizontal averaged particle current in CP

Since the excluded volume effect is dominant in CP,
collective motion of particle appears. Figure 11 shows t
the displacement of particles in CP move in the same dir
tion during the short time scale. We can also confirm
above result quantitatively, that the averaged particle cur
field summed up in the packed region~ii !,

j ~xg ,Dt !5
1

Ns
(

region (ii)
(

i
vi~Dt !d@xi~Dt !2xg#,

~3.4!

whereNs is the sample number of particles,xg is grid with
the width of the disk diameter d, and Dt
5N/(CollisionRate). Figure 13 shows that the time evo
lution of the horizontal averaged particle current for one p
ticle in L525.0 and 175.4. In a relatively short time sca
the particle currents in the packed region take a posi
value. However, we found the currents fluctuate around z

f

ch

d

FIG. 12. ~a! The displacement vectors for each particle from t
initial position are shown att/t5150 inL5175.4,~b! at t/t550 in
L5250.0, and~c! at t/t550 in L5400.0. The displacement vec
tors from the dark regions indicate that the particles move tow
the right-hand side from the initial position.
4-8
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BIFURCATIONS OF A DRIVEN GRANULAR SYSTEM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031304
in a long time scale. The feedback time scale of the curr
becomes longer whenL is near the critical point. Therefore
the collective motion appears strong when the system i
the weakly excited state.

G. Surface wave in CP

In CP, the dense layer packing is formed and it is stabl
time because excitation is weak and the potential energ
dominant. However, it is apparent that collective motion a
pears on the surface of the condensed layer. What is
mechanism of the surface wave-like motion in CP? Th
must be no surface tension in the macroscopic dissipa
system, therefore, the restoring force should originate fr
the balance between the gravity and the excitation, but
not clear if it could be defined as an ordinary gravitation
wave in fluid.

To study the dynamical behavior of the surface wave
detail, simulations were done on the driving intensityL var-
ied from 25.0 to 188.6. We performed simulations until t
time T510 240t for eachL. Figures 14~a! and 14~b! show
the spatiotemporal pattern of surface height of the conden
layer in CP far from the CP-LFP critical point@~a! L525.0
and ~b! 100.0#. And Fig. 14~c! shows the pattern near th
CP-LFP critical point@~c! L5188.6#. The horizontal and
vertical axes correspond to the space expansion (x50;Lx)
and the time evolution (T50;2000t), respectively. There
are many domains in the spatio-temporal patterns, which
resent when the collective motion of surface appears.
typical domain sizes, which are estimated by Fig. 14~c!, are
about Dx;Lx/2 and Dt;850t. These correspond
to $k@52p/(Lx/2)#, v(52p/850)%5(0.0628,0.007 39), re
spectively. To study this collective motion quantitatively, w
calculate the dynamical structure factor of the surface w
for each run. The dynamical structure factorS(k,v) is de-
scribed as

S~k,v!5
1

2pNgx
E

2T

T

(
i , j

^hy~xi ,t !hy~xj ,0!&T

3exp@2 ik~xi2xj !#exp~ ivt !dt, ~3.5!

FIG. 13. The time dependence of the horizontal averaged
ticle current for one particle in CP is shown.
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wherehy(x,t) is the surface height of the condensed lay
Ngx(5200) is the total number of grids with the width o
disk diameterd in the horizontal direction and the discre
positions are taken byxi5(Lx /Ngx)/21( i 21)(Lx /Ngx),(i
51, . . . ,Ngx). When L5188.6, the strongest peak of dy
namical structure factor in thek2v space appeared a
(k,v);@2p/(Lx/2),0.0065#. Thus, we confirmed these va
ues were consistent with the estimation of the domain s
in the spatiotemporal pattern. WhenL becomes low, the do-
main size in the vertical direction becomes small~Fig. 14!.
On the other hand, the domain size in the horizontal direct
is not changed very much. This means that the period
cycle of the surface wave becomes shorter in lowL. These
results are also confirmed by the computation of the dyna
cal structure factor for eachL. At a result, when the stron
gest peak (kmax,vmax) was plotted ink2v space for each
L, kmax stays aroundk52p/(Lx/2) and increases slightly
upon decreasingL, but vmax becomes large asL go to 0.

We conclude the periodic behavior of the surface wave
CP shows the critical slowing down whenL→LCL . Note
that the value ofv at the critical point takes a certain finit
value, not 0. It can be understood that the transition occ
before the break down of the condensed layers, which me
the transition seems to be subcritical. We also found that
amplitude of the surface fluctuation becomes large near
transition pointLCL . That the system shows large fluctu
tion around the transition, such as the critical phenomen
equilibrium, is an interesting point.

H. Dynamics of fluidized holes

The localized excitation in LFP should resemble a cir
in a 3D system and reminds us of an oscillon@13#, but they
are different; the external vibration frequency is essential
the oscillon dynamics, but the localized excitation here d
not have such a characteristic frequency. In the largeNw
simulation, we can observe the merging process of two

r-

FIG. 14. The spatiotemporal patterns of a surface height of
condensed layer far from the critical point@~a! L525.0 and~b!
100.0# and near the critical point@~c! L5188.6# are shown. The
horizontal and vertical axes correspond to the space expansiox
50;Lx) and the time evolution (T50;2000t), respectively.
4-9
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MASAHARU ISOBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031304
more excitations, but their mode of interaction is not cle
An interesting question here is if the transition from LFP
CP and/or the transition to GTP can be understood in te
of the local excitation; if LFP transforms to CP when t
distance between the excitations diverges? Does LFP tr
form to GTP at the point where they condense?

To investigate the excitation dynamics, we calculate
density fluctuation for each position with the width of th
particle diameterd in the system. The driving intensityL
was varied from 200.0 to 476.2, in which the systems are
LFP and GTP. We performed simulations until the timeT
510 240t for eachL. The particle number in each colum
which is summed up from the bottom to the top, defines
density. If the particle number is less than the averaged la
number Nh , we regard the column as the fluidized hol
~black region in Fig. 15!. If the column has the particle
more than the averaged layer numberNh , these columns are
regarded as condensed layers. This criterion seems not
a rigorous definition of fluidized holes and condensed lay
however, we confirmed that the fluidized holes were dis
guished very well.

In Fig. 15, the spatiotemporal patterns of the density fl
tuation are shown in LFP@Nw5200; ~a! L5200.0 and~b!
250.0# and GTP@Nw5200;~c! 476.2#. Near the critical point
LCL , the lifetime of a fluidized hole does not continu
through the simulation@Fig. 15~a!#. WhenL is increased, the
region of a fluidized hole increases@Fig. 15~b!#. These re-
sults are consistent with the increase of the weight of
broader distributionp for the fitting functions of velocity
PDF~Sec. III B 6!. Above the LFP-GTP transition point@Fig.
15~c!#, the local excitation domain fluctuates largely a
sometimes expands to the length of the system. We fo
that the spatiotemporal pattern of a fluidized hole chan
significantly through the transition from LFP to GTP.

FIG. 15. The spatiotemporal patterns of the density fluctuati
are shown in LFP and GTP.@Nw5200;~a! L5200.0,~b! 250.0, and
~c! 454.5#. The horizontal and vertical axes correspond to the sp
expansion (x50;Lx) and the time evolution (T50;10 240t),
respectively. The black region corresponds to the fluidized hole
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Size dependence

In this section, we discuss the changes of the statist
properties in the IHSHG model upon increasing the syst
sizeNw .

We performed the almost same simulations described
Sec. III for the systems with largerNw , which means the
aspect ratio in the system is changed. To examine the
dependence, the numerical simulations for variousL with
Nw5400 ~i.e., N58000) andNw51000 ~i.e., N520 000)
are performed. The simulation lengths for these data
30 000 (Nw5400) and 10 000 (Nw51000) collisions per
particle, respectively. We found that theNw dependencies o
the maximum packing fraction and the excitation ratio do n
change whenNw is increased. However, theNw dependence
of the flatness at the heightHAmax clearly becomes larger in
LFP and GTP.

In Fig. 16, the velocity PDF’sf(v) with fitting function
in Nw5200 andNw5400 are shown whenL5250.0~LFP!.
The difference of velocity PDF betweenNw5200 andNw
5400 is very small. However, the flatness becomes cle
larger whenNw is increased~e.g., Nw5200,f ;19.0; Nw
5400,f ;23.0). We changeb for Nw5400 (b50.82) to fit
a slightly broader distribution than that ofNw5200 (b
50.85). The other fitting parameters forNw5400 remain the
same as inNw5200, i.e.,sG50.048, x̃051.7, andp50.25
~Sec. III B 6!. The fitting function seems in good agreeme
with the simulation data. Using these parameters, we ca
lated the flatness value by using Eq.~3.3!. In the inset of Fig.
16, the flatness values bothb50.85 andb50.82 are plotted
as functions of the weightp. We found that the flatness va
ues withb50.82 are larger than that withb50.85. This is
consistent with the fact that the flatness inNw5400 takes
larger value than that inNw5200.

s

e

FIG. 16. The velocity PDF’s with fitting function in bothNw

5200 andNw5400 are shown (L5250.0). The data are scaled b
the standard deviations. An inset in the upper-right-hand corne
shows the calculated flatness values as a function of the we
p for both fitting parameters~i.e., b50.85 andb50.80) by using
Eq. ~3.3!.
4-10
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BIFURCATIONS OF A DRIVEN GRANULAR SYSTEM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031304
Although there is one hole in the system whenNw5200
~Sec. III!, there should be more holes in the limitNw→` to
reach a finite density of holes. What is the average densit
the holes? It might have some relationship to the width of
surface wave in CP~Sec. III G!. In Fig. 17, the spatiotempo
ral pattern of the density fluctuations are shown in L
@Nw5400; ~a! L5200.0,~b! 250.0, and~c! 333.3# and GTP
@~d! L5454.5,~e! 588.2, and~f! 833.3#, respectively. Near
the critical pointLCL(L5200.0), the lifetime of a fluidized
hole is shorter than the simulation length@Fig. 17~a!#, which
is a similar situation in the case ofNw5200. WhenL is
increased, the width of the holes becomes wider. Howe
the system seems to contain two fluidized holes@Figs. 17~b!
and 17~c!#, which is the different situation if it is compare
with the case ofNw5200. In Nw51000, we confirmed the
fact that there are multiple holes in the system. As mentio
above, since the maximum packing fraction for eachL is not
dependent on the system size, the ratios of the total h
region to the system size for eachNw are almost equal. How
ever, the average size of the hole is not dependent on sy
size, since it is determined by the driving intensityL. At the
result, the systems with largeNw have several holes. Abov
the LFP-GTP transition point (L.357.1), the local excita-
tion domain largely fluctuates@Fig. 17~d! and 17~e!#. We can
see the high-speed motion of the high-density cluster w
L5833.3@Fig. 17~f!#. WhenNw is increased, since there a
many fluidized holes in the system, the fluctuation of t
hole width might become larger. In this situation, veloc
PDF’s for each hole have different variances for the width

FIG. 17. The spatiotemporal patterns of the density fluctuati
are shown in LFP (Nw5400; ~a! L5200.0, ~b! 250.0, and~c!
333.3) and GTP@~d! L5454.5,~e! 588.2, and~f! 833.3#. The hori-
zontal and vertical axes correspond to the space expansion (x50
;Lx) and the time evolution (T50;10240t), respectively. The
black region corresponds to the fluidized holes.
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holes, which means various broader distributions of horiz
tal velocity coexist within the system. In general, the flatne
takes a large value when the spatial heterogeneity bec
large. This spatial heterogeneity of the velocity PDF’s at fl
idized holes might be the reason why the flatness take
larger value whenNw is increased.

B. CP-LFP transition

In this section, we summarize and discuss the results
the numerical simulation about the transition from CP
LFP.

We found that the value of the maximum flatness ay
5H f max shows a sharp rise around the transition point
tween CP and LFP (LCL;188.7). The flatnessf becomes
larger than 20, and we demonstrated that this unexpe
large value off comes from the fact that the velocity PDF
LFP consists of two components; the narrow Gaussian
tribution that comes from the dense layer and the bro
stretched exponential distribution in the fluidized holes~Sec.
III B 6 !. Actually, velocity PDFf(v) in LFP can be ex-
pressed very well by the sum of the narrow GaussianfG(v)
and the broader stretched exponentialfS(v) as f(v)
5pfS(v)1(12p)fG(v), with the weight p (0<p<1).
Therefore, CP and LFP are distinguished by the existenc
the fluidized holes in the latter.

Near the critical pointLCL in LFP (188.7,L,204.1),
we found that the lifetime of a fluidized hole is shorter th
the simulation length@Fig. 15~a! and Fig. 17~a!#. On the
other hand, for 204.1,L,357.1, fluidized holes persist in
time. In LFP, the majority of the particles are in the co
densed layer, and it is punctured by the fluidized holes, fr
which the high-speed particles are blown. We observed
stable flow of particles between the fluidized holes and
edges of the condensed layer@Fig. 12~b!#, and this stable
flow stabilizes the isolated fluidized hole in the condens
layer. The horizontal velocity correlation between the opp
site edges of the holes becomes negative, and this shou
the origin of the negative minimum in the spatial veloci
correlation function~Fig. 10!. We observed that the size o
the holes gets larger whenL is increased. This result can b
understood by the fact that the size is determined by
distance that the blown up particles reach, which is, in tu
determined by the driving intensityL.

The time scale of the surface fluctuation in CP becom
larger asL approaches the critical pointLCL from below. On
the other hand, the length scale seems to stay fairly cons
From the detailed analysis of the dynamical structure fac
of the surface wave, the typical frequencyv does not vanish
at the critical pointLCL , which suggests the transition be
tween CP and LFP is subcritical.

C. LFP-GTP transition

As the driving intensity is increased, the density and
size of the fluidized hole increase, and atLLG;357.1, neigh-
boring holes start interfering with each other. At the tran
tion point LLG , the blown-up particles at one hole bare
reach the neighboring holes. As we have discussed, the
tance that the flight of the blown-up particles also determi

s

4-11
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MASAHARU ISOBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031304
the size of the holes, therefore, atL5LLG , we expect the
half of the condensed layer structure should be destroye
the fluidized holes. In Fig. 1, we found that the averag
packing fraction atL5357.1 isA;0.48, which is a little
larger than the half of that of the value of the closed pack
fraction (ACP;0.901) in 2D.

In the system withNw5200, for which most of the simu
lations were done, there appears only one fluidized hole
this situation, the interference between holes takes place
through the periodic boundary. Therefore, the LFP-GTP tr
sition occurs when both the distance and the size of the h
become a half of the system sizeLx/2, and the spatial veloc
ity correlation functionCvxvx

(R) between the opposite edge
of the hole becomes negative. In Fig 10, we actually confi
the results on the negative value of SVCFCvxvx

(R5Lx/2)
whenL.LLG .

Another peculiar aspect of the system withNw5200 is
that the weight of the stretched exponential distribution
velocity PDF~i.e., p) stays;0.5 for a finite range ofL in
GTP ~Fig. 7!. This plateau behavior may be also interpret
as the feedback effect of the periodic boundary condition
enforces the number of holes to be one for a certain par
eter region ofL. In the larger systems withNw5400 and
1000, we observed more than one hole in the system,
found two different holes interfere with each other in GT

The interference between holes destroys the stable
ticle flow within an isolated fluidized hole@Fig. 12~c!#, and
the holes are destabilized dynamically~Figs. 15 and 17!. In
Fig. 15~c! and Figs. 17~d!, 17~e!, 17~f!, which are the spa-
tiotemporal patterns in GTP, we found many high-spe
moving small clusters. These clusters divide the region of
fluidized holes~i.e., black region! into several parts. In the
patterns of LFP@Fig. 15~b! and Figs. 17~b! and 17~c!#, there
are no such moving clusters. Therefore, these high-sp
moving small clusters are thought as the peculiar phenom
in GTP. When these clusters move across the fluidized h
in the spatio-temporal patterns, the lifetime of the fluidiz
holes becomes shorter. Although there is still room for
definition of quantitative values to distinguish the phases
tween LFP and GTP, we found that the maximum lifetime
fluidized holes in the spatiotemporal patterns as a functio
L changes drastically between LFP and GTP. Thus, we c
clude that the LFP-GTP transition is interpreted as the
namical destabilization transition of the fluidized holes.

The particle dynamics in GTP are very different from th
of LFP. The average density is quite low, but it is very d
ferent from the ordinary molecular gas phase. The den
fluctuation is very large and this fluctuation causes turbu
motion due to the gravity. Even for very largeL, the high-
density clusters that look like the condensed layer are form
temporally. It might be also different from ordinary flui
turbulence. In the finite system with finite height, turbulen
may disappear when the drivingL is large enough, but in the
system with infinite height, it appears that turbulent moti
persists however large the drivingL.

D. Various limits of IHSHG model

The dynamics of the IHSHG model is very different fro
those of not only an ordinary molecular system but also o
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conventional granular vibrated bed. Let us discuss the r
tionship between the present model and the vibrated b
where the system is driven by a vibrating plate at a giv
frequency. In such a case, the amplitudea and the angular
frequencyv of the vibration are two independent param
eters, but the control parameter is usually taken as the r
of the accelerationsG[av2/g. In most experimental situa
tions, the external frequency determine the time scale of
system and the collision interval is directly related to 1/v. In
the present case, the ratio of the energiesL5kBTw /mgd is
the only control parameter and no external time scale is
posed. This situation may correspond to that in the vibra
bed when 1/v is much shorter than any other of the releva
time scales in the system.

Since we fixed the parameters of the IHSHG model
Nh520 and r 50.9, the dependence of the behavior
changingNh or r is not obvious. When the restitution coe
ficient is fixed at unity, we can obtain the density profile
point particles~i.e., the diameterd→0) within the frame-
work of the statistical mechanics. Under the situation wh
the temperature and the gravity are uniform in the verti
direction, the density profile as a function of the heighty is
an exponentially decreasing function;exp(2mgy/kBT) and
the excitation ratiom is always unity. Since the point par
ticles can be compressed infinitely, the profile simply shi
Therefore, no phase changes occur in the system when
driving intensity is changed. However, in the case of fin
diameter of particled, which cannot be compressed infi
nitely, the density profile becomes different from that
point particles when the driving intensity becomes relativ
low. Under a certain intensity of driving force, a fraction
hard particles condenses from the bottom toward the surf
Within the framework of the Enskog theory@56#, the density
profile for hard spheres remains finite at the close pac
density near the bottom and the exciation ratiom becomes
less than unity. It is difficult to predict the system behav
whenNh is changed, becauseNh dependence of the system
might be significantly changed for various restitution coe
cient r. However, in the case ofNh51, the system is almos
the same situation as the 1D model heated from the b
~Sec. II A 2!. Systematic studies of the system behaviors
changing these parameters will be the subject of future wo

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we performed numerical simulations for
two-dimensional inelastic hard-disk system heated from
boundaries under gravity~IHSHG!. Upon increasing the hea
bath temperature, the system exhibits three distinct pha
namely, the condensed phase, the locally fluidized phase,
the granular turbulent phase. In the condensed phase, mo
the particles are aggregated around the bottom of the sys
with an almost close packed density and the state is fa
stable; this is because the excitation of the heat bath is w
and the potential energy~gravity! is dominant. The collective
motion appears on the surface and in the bulk of the c
densed layer. In the locally fluidized phase, the dense la
packing is locally broken by the excitation of the heat ba
The high-speed particles are blown upward from the ho
4-12
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which are the broken layer. However, the location of hole
fairly stable. In the granular turbulent phase, the motion
particles becomes very active and the kinetic energy is do
nant, because the most of particles are highly excited by
heat bath. The location of holes becomes unstable in ti
and the condensed layer appears only temporally. Over
whole region, the flatnessf (y5H f max) is different from
three, which is the value for the Gaussian distribution, bu
is remarkable thatf (y5H f max) becomes very large in th
locally fluidized phase. The transition from the condens
phase to the locally fluidized phase is distinguished by
existence of fluidized holes. On the other hand, the transi
from the locally fluidized phase to the granular turbule
phase is interpreted as the destabilization transition of
fluidized hole.

In the study of the dissipative structure system, such
Rayleigh-Bénard convection, it is well known that sever
phase changes~bifurcations! occur when the external driving
.
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is increased. However, in dissipative discrete element~granu-
lar! systems, there are very few studies so far. We believe
study will offer a step for understanding the macrosco
universal characters in the studies of the fluidization o
dissipative~inelastic! discrete element system with a he
bath under gravity and constructing the nonequilibrium s
tistical mechanics.
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